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What is Urban Resilience?

Urban resilience is “the capacity of individuals, communities, 
institutions, businesses, and systems within a city to survive, adapt, 
and grow no matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute shocks 
they experience” (100 Resilient Cities)
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http://www.100resilientcities.org/resources/


Ecosystem Service Valuation – An Introduction

What is Ecosystem Service Valuation?
“Ecosystem services are the benefits people obtain from ecosystems” (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005)

• Provisioning (i.e. food and water)
• Regulating (i.e. flood and disease control)
• Cultural (i.e. spiritual, recreational, and cultural benefits)
• Supporting (i.e. nutrient cycling, maintaining conditions for life on Earth)

Why do we need Ecosystem Service Valuation?
“An assessment of the condition of ecosystems, the provision of services, and their relation to human 
well-being requires an integrated approach. This enables a decision process to determine which service or 
set of services is valued most highly and how to develop approaches to maintain services by managing the 
system sustainably.” (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005)
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http://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/Framework.html
http://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/Framework.html


Executive Summary
Summary of findings and recommendations

• UBC’s Core Resilience Challenges:
• Stormwater management and cliff erosion
• Biodiversity protection
• Urban Heat Island Effect (UHI)
• Carbon sequestration
• Health and wellbeing
• Brand protection

• Use economic models to evaluate the monetary return on these important ecosystem services
• Assess methods for managing ecosystem services long-term and compensating for the loss of trees 

due to campus development
• Increase engagement with and awareness of UBC’s urban forest
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We identified these six core resilience challenge through our conversations with John Madden, Dean Gregory, and Jeff Nulty.



Current Tree Management Practices at UBC

UBC does not consider ecosystem services for tree protection

• Trees are explicitly protected for…

• “Star tree” status

• A few designated open spaces

• Individuals at UBC are working to develop an Urban Forest Management Plan
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Our Resilience Challenge

Goals and Objectives

1. Identify and assess ecosystem service evaluation models

2. Identify how UBC can systematically and appropriately compensate for the loss of 

ecosystem services 

3. Identify examples of cities and institutions that have implemented an urban forest 

assessment and management plan

4. Make recommendations on how to advocate for ecosystem services management and 

protections
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ICLEI Cities Biodiversity Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic illustrates the wide variety of ecosystem services that could be provided by an urban ecosystem.Source: http://cbc.iclei.org/value-nature-urban-life/

http://cbc.iclei.org/value-nature-urban-life/


Forest vs. Building

• Cost Benefit
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Value of utilization

Direct IndirectValue of assets/
Cost of utilization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overarching strategy for evaluating the costs and benefits of a development project that causes the loss of natural assets (trees and ecosystem services) Cost-benefit analysis: “Value of utilization” includes the benefits of developing the land and the costs of the tree(s)’s continued maintenance, and the “Value of assets/Cost of utilization” includes the costs of the development project and the direct and indirect value of the tree or tree stand according to the ecosystem service evaluation methods



Evaluation Model Comparison
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i-Tree UTC Assessment Center for Urban Forest Research CTCC

Ecosystem 
Services 
Evaluated

Stormwater, Energy Use, Carbon 
Sequestration, Air Quality

Maps land cover changes and opportunities 
for tree canopy and green infrastructure 
expansion according to specific metrics such 
as land use type

Carbon Sequestration, Energy Savings and CO2
equivalents from shading buildings

Adopted By USDA; Arbor Day Foundation; 
Seattle, University of Pennsylvania; 
London; South Australia; Mexico, etc

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Chicago, IL, USA
New York City, NY, USA
(see complete map by Univ. of VT)

Duke University, NC, USA
Berkeley, CA, USA
Charlotte, NC, USA
Santa Monica, CA, USA

Data Needed Tree inventory, Survey data, 3rd 
party info (Satellite, Map, Weather, 
Pollution, etc)

Building footprints, road polygons, parcels, 
public rights-of-way and target geographies, 
using high-resolution LiDAR 
imagery(explanation and more details).

Climate zone, species of interest, tree size (DBH) 
or age. For further energy savings analysis: tree 
distance from building, tree direction from 
building, building age, and type of air 
conditioning/heating equipment

Pros 1) Comprehensive with data-
acquisition techniques and a 
methodology;                                        
2) Ability to quantify and measure
the Regulating category

Comprehensive measurement of ecosystem 
services

1) Ability to define the amount of CO2 values in a 
particular region selected.
2) Being integrated into i-Tree (not yet available)

Cons 1) Limited on other categories                                                
2) Quality data Requirement/GIS
needed                                                         
3) Other country data beyond US to 
be improved

1) Long-term assessment
2) Relatively higher cost

Conditions may vary within regions, so rate of 
tree growth, microclimate, or building 
characteristics may be less accurate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resources compiled on urban forest assessment tools and research: http://laurbanresearchcenter.org/stay-connected/tools/i-Treei-Tree has several tools to choose from (STRATUM, i-Tree Eco, i-Tree Canopy, etc.)i-Tree’ Streets has been adapted from the original i-Tree STRATUM (Street Tree Resource Analysis Tool for Urban forest Managers)STRATUM/i-Tree Streets is useful for cost-benefit analysis (explained in Urban Forestry Best Management Practices for Public Works Managers): https://www2.apwa.net/Documents/About/CoopAgreements/UrbanForestry/UrbanForestry-4.pdf Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) Assessment “Scientists now have the ability to qualify and quantify the benefits of urban tree canopy, using the Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) Assessment suite of tools”“The Urban Tree Canopy Assessment approach and protocols were invented by the U.S. Forest Service in 2006 to map and quantify landcover for Baltimore City.” (USFS 2018) https://www.nrs.fs.fed.us/urban/utc/Regions where UTC Assessments have been completed: http://gis.w3.uvm.edu/utc/The presentation slides archived by Arbor Day Foundation is a must-read for learning more about the utility of UTC assessments and iTree: https://www.arborday.org/shopping/conferences/brochures/pcf/2012/review/presentations/Ian_Hanou.pdfApplications of CTCC:Duke: https://sustainability.duke.edu/sites/default/files/urbanforestprotocol.pdfBerkeley, CA： https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/auctionproceeds/cnra_finalqm_16-17.pdfCharlotte: https://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/protocols/forest%20old/ctcc.pdfSanta Monica: https://cloudfront.escholarship.org/dist/prd/content/qt8r83z5wb/qt8r83z5wb.pdf?t=nskitb&nosplash=4f5ca10a200bb474273b8e00a14a2b51Urban Forest Project Protocol : Climate Action Reservehttp://www.climateactionreserve.org/how/protocols/urban-forest/

http://gis.w3.uvm.edu/utc/
http://www.americanforests.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/AF-Community-ReLeaf-%E2%80%94-Hartford-UTC-Assessment.pdf
https://www.fs.fed.us/nrs/pubs/jrnl/2016/nrs_2016_locke_001.pdf


https://www.epa.gov/heat-islands/measuring-heat-islands
https://open.library.ubc.ca/cIRcle/collections/graduateresearch/310/items/1.0075852
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/132249/Urban-Forest-Strategy-Adopted-Feb-2013.pdf
http://bayareamonitor.org/summer-in-the-city-seeking-relief-from-urban-heat-islands/

Increased Energy Bills
Health Risk – No.1 Weather Killer in US

Vancouver Usual 
Temp:

17 – 22°C

Vancouver Airport 
2009 Temp:

34.4°C

Vancouver 24°C+
Frequency:

2X

Example: Urban Heat Island - Background

Aug-Sept/2017, Bay Area/US 2005, Downtown/Vancouver

https://www.epa.gov/heat-islands/measuring-heat-islands
http://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/132249/Urban-Forest-Strategy-Adopted-Feb-2013.pdf


https://www.epa.gov/air-research/models-tools-and-databases-air-research
https://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/mcpherson/psw_2003_mcpherson003_maco.pdf
https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/150567/2/Maher_AAEA_P3348_TreeShade.pdf

https://www.arb.ca.gov/nsr/erco/erc00.pdf

Example: Urban Heat Island - Urban Forest Contribution Evaluation

★ Energy Savings: 
● Toronto 2008: 99,277 trees; 23% UTC; 749K 

MBTU,  41.2K MWH & CAD $9.7M
● UBC Estimation: CAD $1M

★ Next Step suggested for UBC to conduct i-Tree :

Tree 
Inventory
(#,Size,Spe

cies)

Building
(%,Type,Di

stance)

Heating 
Source 
Type

i-Tree
Canopy & 

Eco

P.S. Accuracy affected by classifying & Distance to the buildings mattered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combined the rapid sampling technique proposed by Jaenson et al. (1992) with existing data published by the U.S. Forest Service’s Center for Urban Forest Research (McPherson et al.1999a) to develop an expedient and low-cost approach for analyzing street tree populations in small communities. Defined as resource units, the absolute value of the benefits of Modesto’s public trees—electricity (kWh/tree) and natural gas savings (kBtu/tree), atmospheric CO2 ∑ h=1 y =reductions (kg/tree), air quality improvement [NO , PM , n	 y 2 10 h h and VOCs (kg/tree)], stormwater runoff reductions [precipitation , where interception (m3/tree)], and property value increases n[∆ LSA (m2/tree)]—were assigned prices through direct estimation and implied valuation as externalities. 

https://www.epa.gov/air-research/models-tools-and-databases-air-research
https://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/mcpherson/psw_2003_mcpherson003_maco.pdf
https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/150567/2/Maher_AAEA_P3348_TreeShade.pdf
https://www.arb.ca.gov/nsr/erco/erc00.pdf
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Cost
$15-65/tree/yr

Net Profit
$30-90/tree/yr

Utility Cost 
by Removing
3-5% UP/tree

Urban Forest Cost-Benefit Overview

USDA Forest Service: 
❏ The net cooling effect of a young, healthy tree = 10 roomsized air conditioners operating 20 hours a day 
❏ Trees properly situated around buildings: reduce air conditioning needs by 30%; save 25% of energy used in heating 

https://www epa gov/sites/production/files/2014 06/documents/treesandvegcompendium pdf



Compensation or Substitution:
A reactive approach
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Issues with compensating or substituting for the loss of ecosystem services

• “Substitutes are available for some ecosystem services, although often the cost of a technological 
substitution will be high and it may not replace all the services lost”

• “Individuals gaining the benefits are not those who originally benefited from the ecosystem 
services.”

• To fully assess the ecosystem services, the model must consider:
• The cost of a substitute
• The opportunity cost of maintaining the service
• Cross-service costs and impacts
• The geographic distributional impacts of any substitution

(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Replacing trees or compensating for the loss of ecosystem services is a reactive approach that risks incurring a net-loss of ecosystem services. It also misses the opportunity to view and manage the forest as a system, rather than a set of individual trees. We consider this management strategy to be “reactive”.

http://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/Framework.html


Alternative to a Compensation Model:
Proactive Management
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Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) Targets
• Tree canopy cover in the U.S. averages 27% in urban areas and 33% in metropolitan 

areas (Dwyer and Nowak 2000)
• Urban trees are subject to many stressors that shorten tree lifespan (Center for Watershed 

Protection)
• Therefore, UTC Targets is a critical tool for protecting and enhancing an urban forest

1. Measure Current UTC
2. Estimate Potential UTC
3. Adopt a UTC Goal

• American Forests’ Vibrant Cities Lab
• Includes research, case studies, and tools resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By developing UTC Targets and Biodiversity Targets, UBC can ensure a net-zero or, more likely, net-positive maintenance of ecosystem services. It is a proactive management strategy and manages the forest as an ecosystem. What should a UTC target look like?“According to a national analysis by U.S. Forest Service researchers David Nowak (also on our Science Advisory Board) and Eric Greenfield, a 40-60 percent urban tree canopy is attainable under ideal conditions in forested states. Twenty percent in grassland cities and 15 percent in desert cities are realistic baseline targets, with higher percentages possible through greater investment and prioritization.“It’s important to note, however, that urban tree canopy percentage is just one of many criteria to consider. A robust tree canopy comprised of largely invasive species, for example, is not a healthy urban forest. Age and species diversity, condition of trees and equitable distribution across income levels, to name a few, should also be considered.” (American Forests 2017) http://www.americanforests.org/blog/no-longer-recommend-40-percent-urban-tree-canopy-goal/

https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/12069
https://www.cwp.org/urban-tree-canopy/
https://www.vibrantcitieslab.com/


Alternative to a Compensation Model:
Proactive Management

Biodiversity Targets
• City of Melbourne: 

• “increasing forest diversity with no more than five percent of one tree 
species, no more than ten percent of one genus and no more than 20 
percent of any one family”  (Melbourne Urban Forest Strategy)

• University of Melbourne: 
• Conducting a baseline biodiversity assessment, so that it can implement 

a “no net loss” policy
• Maintain or increase tree diversity, while particularly selecting species 

with climate resilience in mind
• (University of Melbourne Biodiversity Management Strategy)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
UBC should think about the composition of its urban forest, in addition to tree canopy cover, and specifically manage the forest such that its species composition is resilient to shocks and stressors, particularly in the case of climate change.

http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/SiteCollectionDocuments/urban-forest-strategy.pdf
https://sustainablecampus.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/2315819/Biodiversity-Management-Plan-2017.pdf


Case Studies
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City or Institution Current canopy cover Canopy cover target Hyperlink 🔗🔗

Vancouver, Canada 18 % Plant 150,000 trees by 2020 link

Edmonton, Canada 10.3 % 20 % link

Kelowna, Canada 13 % 25 % link

Oakville, Canada 29.1 % 30 % link

Ottawa, Canada 25 % 30 % link

Toronto, Canada 26.6 - 28 % 30% link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(The Edmonton, Canada Urban Forest Management Plan is a must-read!)This list is far from comprehensive, but highlights a few key cities and institutions that have developed urban forest management plans with UTC targets. This list pulls from cities and institutions that are either 1) regionally proximate to UBC, 2) in Canada, 3) university institutions, and/or 4) exemplary management plans.

http://vancouver.ca/files/cov/Urban-Forest-Strategy-Draft.pdf
https://www.edmonton.ca/residential_neighbourhoods/PDF/Urban_Forest_Management_Plan.pdf
https://www.kelowna.ca/sites/files/1/docs/parks-rec/city_of_kelowna_urban_forest_strategy.pdf
https://www.oakville.ca/assets/general%20-%20residents/2008UFSMP.pdf
http://capitalward.ca/PDFs/UFMP_2017.pdf
https://www.toronto.ca/data/parks/pdf/trees/sustaining-expanding-urban-forest-management-plan.pdf


Case Studies (continued)
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City or Institution Current canopy cover Canopy cover target Hyperlink 🔗🔗

Portland, OR, USA 26.3 % 35-40% (residential areas), 15% (industrial/commercial), 
30% (parks, open space), and 35% (rights-of-way)

link

Seattle, WA, USA 18 % 30 % (with specific targets for each land use category) link

Vancouver, WA, USA 19.7 % 28 % link

Melbourne, Australia 22 % 40 % link

University of Washington 28.6 % [In research phase] link

University of Maryland 24 % 40 % link

Univ of California, San Diego 12 % 40 % link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This list is far from comprehensive, but highlights a few key cities and institutions that have developed urban forest management plans with UTC targets. This list pulls from cities and institutions that are either 1) regionally proximate to UBC, 2) in Canada, 3) university institutions, and/or 4) exemplary management plans.

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=171829
http://www.seattle.gov/trees/docs/Final_UFMP.pdf
https://www.cityofvancouver.us/sites/default/files/fileattachments/public_works/page/1389/ufmp_final-web.pdf
http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/SiteCollectionDocuments/urban-forest-strategy.pdf
https://www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/UrbanForestryCommission/2014/2014docs/UWUFmgmtplan091014.pdf
https://arboretum.umd.edu/sites/default/files/2017TreeManagementPlan.pdf
http://rmp-wapps.ucsd.edu/sustainability/FM/PDFs/UCSD_Urban_Forest_Management_Plan.pdf


Campus Engagement

Current Students
● Arbor Day or National Forest Week

○ E.g. Pennsylvania Horticultural Society’s award-winning Flower Show
○ Recommendations from Canadian Forestry Association

■ Tree plantings
■ Nature walks
■ Tree care
■ Identify all the things at home or school that are made of wood
■ Tour forest sector industry or processing site

● Tree planting events at orientation
● Tree adoption for residential colleges
● Campus tree signage

** Coordinate tree plantings / adoptions on sites that provide disproportionately concentrated ecosystem 
services (e.g. areas critical for stormwater management or vulnerable to UHI)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An urban forest management plan is likely to be most successful if it can create a greater cultural awareness, appreciation, and value for its urban forest across the community.The links to the Arbor Day, National Forest Week, and PHS Flower Show can give ideas on how to organize events that can educate and engage students with the campus’ natural assets. Furthermore, we see an opportunity to use the content in the guide to UBC’s trees handbook for signage that would highlight the tree’s history. This information could inspire an appreciation for the tree’s place in the university’s history and draw a deeper personal connection between individuals or communities and the tree.Any events that “imprint” a group of students on a specific tree or landscape should be coordinated with the campus’ overarching strategy for tree protection and forest management. For example, UBC’s urban forest managers can identify the trees or tree stands that are critical for addressing a certain resilience challenge (i.e. stormwater management, carbon sequestration, brand protection, or biodiversity preservation) and connect students with those assets to strategically create a cultural value around those important sources of natural capital.

https://www.arborday.org/celebrate/world-dates.cfm
http://canadianforestry.com/wp/national-forest-week/
https://phsonline.org/about/
http://canadianforestry.com/wp/national-forest-week/


Campus Engagement

Alumni and donors

• Guided campus nature walks
• Highlighting the university’s history in arboriculture and forestry history

• Opportunity to sponsor tree protection
• Include tree protection in development projects that are 

sponsored by donors and offer installation of a commemorative 
plaque
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alumni and donors can often be sources of conflict for urban forest protection in instances where they provide a vision for campus development. For this reason, it is critical to foster appreciation and awareness of the importance of protecting UBC’s urban forest. Because UBC has a long history of studying forestry, arboriculture, and agronomy, there should be ample opportunity to draw connections to UBC’s institutional history and natural heritage and clearly illustrate why the urban forest is a critical asset for the university.Not only will this engagement reduce conflict, but it can also be a source of funding for urban forest protection and maintenance. Donors could receive recognition through plaques or benches for efforts they make to preserve a tree or natural space.



Summary of Recommendations

• Economic models for consideration

• i-Tree, UTC Assessment, and CTCC

• Proactive urban forest management strategy

• Tree canopy cover targets

• Biodiversity targets

• Community engagement can inspire community awareness and 

support for planning and protections
20



Areas for future investigation

• Evaluate ecosystem services of the forest as a system, in addition to the 

benefit of each tree independently

• Identify priority areas for urban forest protection and management

• Decide on urban forest management goals and objectives

• What ecosystem services are more or less valuable? What are you 

managing for?

• Consider potential opportunities to explore forested roofs, which could 

integrate the built and forested environments
21

http://www.solaripedia.com/13/365/hundertwasser%E2%80%99s_forested_roofs_and_rooms.html
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